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European Supermoto at Sparta (Greece) - Day2

In very warm and hot weather of more
than 30 degrees the conditions on the
Sparta Racing Circuit were challenging for
men and machines. TM Factory Racing
rider Diego Monticelli took his first win in
2017 and the Red Plate in the S2 Cham-
pionship after some epic racing in
Greece.

S2 Race 1
When the lights dropped for the second
race of the season, it was defending
World Champion and current leader TM
Factory rider Thomas Chareyre who took
the holeshot into the first corner, follo-
wed by SMW BRT rider Marc-Reiner
Schmidt and Chareyre’s teammate at TM,
Diego Monticelli.
Behind the top three it was BRT SWM rider
Edgardo Borella, Suzuki Grau Racing rider David Gimenez and Gazza Racing rider Lorenzo Promu-
tico who completed the top six in the first lap. TM Factory Racing rider Joan Llados had a false
start and to come in for a stop & go penalty, which took away his chances on a good result. 
In front Chareyre managed to set some fast lap straight from the start, creating a gap between
him and the rest of the field. For BRT SWM rider Marc-Reiner Schmidt it was not an easy race as
Monticelli was right behind him challenging the German rider corner after corner, lap after lap.
BRT SWM rider Edgardo Borella managed to get away from his opponents, but he did not had the
speed today to follow the top riders. Already early in the race Borella had to settle for fourth po-
sition. In the middle of the field, Gazza Racing riders Luca Ciaglia and Emerick Bunod were ha-
ving their own battle for ninth place. In lap 5, the race for Bunod was over because of a hard
crash in the off-road section of the racetrack. 
In the lead, Thomas Chareyre did not make any mistakes and kept his speed high, increasing his
lead lap by lap. Behind the defending World Champion, BRT rider Marc-Reiner Schmidt, who had
lost his seat in the beginning, was still battling with Monticelli, but Schmidt was able to increase
the gap between them towards the end of the race. Meanwhile TMS Tuning Motorsport rider was
getting better and better into his rhythm and in lap 8, the Czech rider was able to take fifth posi-
tion in the race passing Gimenez and Promutico in one lap. TM Factory Racing rider Thomas Cha-
reyre was having no problems in race one and gave the Greek spectators a good show taking first
place in race one. Marc-Reiner Schmidt took second place almost four seconds ahead of Diego
Monticelli who finished in third. BRT rider Edgardo Borella finished in fourth place after a race on
his own. TMS Tuning Motorsport rider completed the top five in this hot and warm first race.

S2  Race 2
The weather conditions were even warmer in race two, making this race a real challenge. TM
Factory Racing rider Thomas Chareyre was fastest again into the first corner just before BRT rider
Edgardo Borella and TM Factory Racing rider Diego Monticelli who felt good in the hot Greek con-
ditions. Number two of the first race, Marc-Reiner Schmidt had a very bad start. When he tried to
recover from his start, he took too much risk and crashed into the tarmac injuring his shoulder.
An painful shoulder did not stop the number two of the World Championship in 2016. He restarted
his SWM and restarted from the back of the field. TMS Tuning Motorsport Milan Sitniansky had a
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good start and was in fourth position in the first corners just before Suzuki Grau rider David Gi-
menez and Gazza Racing rider Emerick Bunod. For Luca Ciaglia the race was already over in the
first lap as he crashed in the off-road section and had to retire from the race. 
In front Thomas Chareyre was still in the lead. The warm conditions did not seem to slow down
the World Champion as he was setting constant fast lap times. In lap three, Diego Monticelli
moved into second place passing Borella at the end of the long straight. Meanwhile SWM rider
Marc-Reiner Schmidt had already moved into fifth position and closing in on the top four. 
Behind Schmidt, Suzuki Grau rider David Gimenez was having one of his best races. The Spanish
rider was having a close battle with Milan Sitniansky for fifth position. Both riders changed places
a few times in race two. Gazza Racing rider Emerick Bunod was having a solid race in sixth place
showing that his crash in race one did not have any effect on his riding.  With a few laps to go,
Marc-Reiner Schmidt on SWM closed the gap with the top three. Schmidt did  wait for long and
took the third place over from his teammate Edgardo Borella at the first possibility. Schmidt was
now aiming for second place as Monticelli was not far away and even the first place was in sight
in this epic race from the German. 
With two laps to go disaster struck for the leader in the race. The TM of Thomas Chareyre broke
down and he was forced to retire from the race in Sparta. His teammate at TM Diego Monticelli
moved into first place and for him this was the sign to go even faster. The Italian rider was deter-
mined to take the victory for TM in race two. SWM rider Marc-Reiner Schmidt tried all he could
and pushed his bike to the limit but it was not enough to take the victory, but nevertheless a
great race of Schmidt from almost last to second. Monticelli did not make any mistakes at the
end of the race and took the victory in race two, his first win of 2017 in the S2 European cham-
pionship. SWM rider Edgardo Borella crossed the finish line in third position. For fourth position
the battle was still on between Gimenez and Sitniansky. At the finish line it was Suzuki Grau rider
David Gimenez who became fourth only, 00:300 in front of Milan Sitniansky on his Honda. With his
win in the second race, Diego Monticelli also took the overall victory in Sparta and the red plate
in the championship.
Full results on FIM Europe website: http://www.fim-europe.eu/events/341

The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here.

About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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